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better understanding of what’s normal and what’s
not when it comes to claims utilization.
Carrier negotiations for a fair and reasonable
renewal rate means the stakeholders get what they
need.
A carrier that can view data over a number of years
and confirm how your plan usually performs is more
likely to be forgiving when you have a year with high
claims. And no matter how healthy and educated
your employees are or how well your plan typically
runs, every employer will suffer catastrophic claims
from time to time.
To get to a fair and reasonable renewal rate,
start early.
Start several months before the end of your plan
year. Roughly six months before your plan renews,
work with your employee benefits broker and their
internal underwriters to develop a pre-renewal
analysis. Claims data can be used to predict the
upcoming plan year costs.
This analysis will give you a chance to discuss
benefits plan design adjustments to meet your
budget goals and ensure your program meets the
needs of your employees.
It can also help you in offering a data-backed
counter rate increase, which is fair and reasonable
for you, aiding in carrier negotiations.
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